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Due to a strongly competitive environment and existing legal
restrictions in local and international markets, activities related to
reimbursement require excellent knowledge of all risks and
opportunities occurring in the selected markets. Such knowledge is
attained by gathering relevant information from various sources.

MAR: Quick and Easy Access to MA Information

Market Access Radar (MAR) is a repository of more than 8 years of daily
delivery of the most up-to-date market access (MA)-related news and
reports, hand-picked by experts in reimbursement. The service is
available as an online repository (marketaccess-radar.com) with search
engines and advanced user profiles which enable customized data flow
under user specifications: country/category filters, tags, and daily or
weekly reports.

MAR combines the assistance of local MA experts and web monitoring.
MAR’s rooted experts who assess and prepare relevant data daily. This
ensures that users receive MA-related information of the highest
quality and importance.

More than 600 international news sources are being monitored 
daily by our experts.

FULLY CUSTOMIZED BY THE USER
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DAILY BRIEF

ARCHIVE

MY DASHBOARDMY RADAR
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Each record is assigned to a specific tag. Click on a tag to
open a new window inside the database. The user can see
all the information gathered under the given tag.

The user can also assign it to his/her favorite tags or alerts.

SOURCE The link is the source of the original news story. To go to the
source, click on the link.

LEAD
The main part of a record is the lead, reflecting the idea of 
maximum information with the minimum content.

The user can easily go back to the record of interest by 
clicking on the icon and bookmarking it.

Records are typical data entries in our repository.
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ASK AN EXPERT

If the user needs more information about the given record, 
whether concerning the local market or due to the need for 
additional analysis, click on the icon to speak to one of our 

experts. Each record contains this option.
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Some records have their own history. The related records function 
allows the user to see archived records regarding the topic at hand.
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Search engine (more)

Expert Advice (general question(s))

If the user needs additional analysis, 
not related to the record, simply 
click on the icon to speak to our 
experts.  An expert from our team 
will be in touch within 24h with 
more information or to schedule a 
personal teleconference.

User Settings and MAR 
customization, including:
• Portal Profile (more)
• Report Settings (more)
• Change Password
• Help (user manual)
• Logout
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The Daily Brief is a feature that shows the most 
recent records added to our repository. 
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All of the user’s saved 
records as bookmarks

The user can unselect 
records from the bookmark 

list by clicking the 
bookmark icon.

The list of the user’s 
favorite tags 

The user can see all of the 
records from tags marked as 

favorites.

The list of the user’s tags, 
marked with alert function

For each of the selected tags, 
marked as alert, we will send 

an additional alert email 
announcement if something 

new appears in our 
repository.

The date checkbox has multiple uses. Upon logging into MAR, Daily Brief indicates the current 
issue. In this field, the user can freely search the database while using the search engine, My 

Radar, or Archive. 

Changing the date range also affects the information displayed on My Dashboard.
When the date filter is active, the “clear” button appears, which enables the user to clear the 

selected date.

When using the search engine, it automatically indicates the maximum time range for which 
search results are available. The user can change these any time using the date checkbox.

You can easily filter Records in daily brief, archive, and 
My Radar, by Records categories
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The user can easily filter records in Daily Brief, My Radar, and 
Archive by country (or region) by selecting the country of interest

on the interactive map or by using the filter option.
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• APPROVAL 

• SAFETY

• PIPELINE

• EVIDENCE

• REIMBURSEMENT 

• ECONOMY

• INDUSTRY 

• LAW 

• PATENTS 

• PEOPLE

• HOT CATEGORY

The user can easily select previous Daily Reports, indicated in green 
underline, by viewing the calendar in My Dashboard. Select a date in the 

calendar and a historical Daily Brief will be shown.

The user’s active
filters appear here

The “Hot” indicated in red is a 
category that consists only of 
records with global hot topics, 

e.g., only news tagged as 
Covid-19.
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The search engine can be used to search the Archive, both by the tags assigned
to the record and by its content. The user can enter any query, or use existing
phrase suggestions (based on tags), combined into a query.

Search results are shown after the user confirms the selected phrases and
pressing the Enter key.

Note that as the phrases are approved, the date ranges change. This happens
automatically and indicates to the user in what maximum time range the data
contained in the query content appears in the database. By changing the date
range manually, the user has the possibility of introducing additional filtering
into the search results. To exit the results presentation mode, click on any portal
element (e.g., Daily Brief).

Toggle buttons allow for more 
advanced searching by 
enabling/disabling type and scope.
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The Dashboard allows the user to quickly view a few of the most current records from
the record categories or My Tags. The selection of items can be made by clicking the
filter icon in the upper right-hand corner of the container.

The user can filter the information on My Dashboard in two ways:
1. By date: changing the date range in the Daily Brief section
2. By country/region: selecting from the interactive map of available countries or

the list of regions located in the upper right corner of the container
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MAR allows the user to create a portal
according to specific requirements and
interests. With the Portal Profile feature, the
user can create up to 5 different profiles to
create My Radar.

MAR allows five different My
Radar profiles and you can easily
switch between them by clicking
the “My Radar” button.
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1) Enter your unique 
profile name

2) Enter your country/ies of 
interest (drop-down selection 
available) or select an entire 
region. You can mix both: e.g., 
Europe as region and US as the 
country

3) Enter “Your Interests”, the 
information you would like to receive 
on My Radar - substances, brands, 
indications, agency names, etc. 
Customize based on existing tags in 
the repository. You can also leave 
this field blank and proceed to 
advanced settings below. 

4) Advanced settings are based on 
close relationships between three 
values: indication, brand, and 
substance. As a result of the 
monitoring, you will receive 
information if there is an association 
with a brand or substance in the 
database for a particular indication 
(e.g. ,drug evaluation process by 
NICE or HAS). You do not need to 
enter advanced settings; you can rely 
only on the field in "Your Interest“, 
which has a wider results scope.

5) Select the sources of 
information from which you 
want to receive records for. For 
example, do you want to 
receive data only from HTA 
agencies (select “Agency”)? Or, 
select all to receive information 
from over 600 sources. 

6) Finally, don't forget to “Apply 
all Settings” to save your profile
or select “Apply & Run” to view 
the results and to save. 18



The user can see sources of information from the selected sources category.
Click on the category name and a list of the sources will appear below. If the
user wants to add a new resource not currently available to be monitored
daily by our experts, they may request this through “Ask an Expert”.
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Load profiles by clicking “My 
Radar” and selecting the 
customized profile.

Once the profile is loaded, the most recent records for the loaded settings
will be displayed. If the user wants to track historical data, go to Archive and
search using the date range.

In My Radar mode, the user can navigate through Daily Brief and Archive, which 
will display data according to the settings of the loaded profile. 

If the user wants to return to the default MAR and exit from the loaded profile, 
click on the MAR logo in the left-hand corner.

The user’s selected profile appears next to the My Radar icon.
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The user can export all results from all of his/her profiles into 
an Excel (.xlxs) file. 

Select the data range of export, from 1 month up to 6 months 
from the present date.
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The user receives the Report via email daily or weekly and 
contains your personal customizations! These selections can be 

made in the Report settings.

The user can also create the content of their Report, which will 
consistently show only the information customized to receive 

based on the user’s profiles. If the user does not create unique 
profiles, MAR will send the records (as Default) added to the 

database on a given day or week.
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